, "Separating melanin from hemodynamics in nevi using multimode hyperspectral dermoscopy and spatial frequency domain spectroscopy," J. Biomed. Opt. Abstract. Changes in the pattern and distribution of both melanocytes (pigment producing) and vasculature (hemoglobin containing) are important in distinguishing melanocytic proliferations. The ability to accurately measure melanin distribution at different depths and to distinguish it from hemoglobin is clearly important when assessing pigmented lesions (benign versus malignant). We have developed a multimode hyperspectral dermoscope (SkinSpect™) able to more accurately image both melanin and hemoglobin distribution in skin. SkinSpect uses both hyperspectral and polarization-sensitive measurements. SkinSpect's higher accuracy has been obtained by correcting for the effect of melanin absorption on hemoglobin absorption in measurements of melanocytic nevi. In vivo human skin pigmented nevi (N ¼ 20) were evaluated with the SkinSpect, and measured melanin and hemoglobin concentrations were compared with spatial frequency domain spectroscopy (SFDS) measurements. We confirm that both systems show low correlation of hemoglobin concentrations with regions containing different melanin concentrations (R ¼ 0.13 for SFDS, R ¼ 0.07 for SkinSpect).
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Introduction
The incidence of skin cancer has reached epidemic levels, and melanoma is of particular concern. An estimated 76,380 new cases of invasive melanoma will be diagnosed in the United States in 2016. An estimated 10,130 people will die of melanoma in 2016. Melanoma accounts for <1% of skin cancer cases but the vast majority of skin cancer deaths. 1, 2 A recent study demonstrated that the health and economic burden of skin cancer treatment is substantial and, in the United States, increased from $3.6 billion in 2002-2006 to $8.1 billion in 2007-2011. 3 Noninvasive detection of melanoma, especially early in the evolution of this deadly disease, is extremely important for outcomes: most lesions caught early and removed surgically yield a likelihood of cancer eradication of at least 86% (10-year survival rate). In contrast to this, late detection leads to very high (>90%) mortality rates (10-year survival rate between 10% and 15%). 4 Immunotherapies are becoming the standard of care for metastatic melanoma. They are quite effective but are currently extremely costly and can be in excess of $250,000. 5 Noninvasive optical imaging offers an important opportunity for early detection of skin cancer. Spectroscopic methods can be used to quantify tissue-specific variables such as oxygenation and melanin distribution at the molecular level and aid noninvasive diagnosis. However, current commercial and research systems used for mapping of hemoglobin and melanin in skin do not provide accurate information when applied to pigmented lesions and different skin types. Prior studies by other groups have demonstrated difficulty distinguishing melanin from hemoglobin. [6] [7] [8] The main source of melanin-hemoglobin crosstalk error is spectral absorption overlap of deoxy-hemoglobin and melanin, resulting in high melanin content being misestimated as high deoxy-hemoglobin content and leading to higher total hemoglobin concentration and lower oxygen saturation being reported in pigmented regions. 6 Another source of misestimation is due to insufficient discrete wavelength measurements or using only the color camera Bayer filter for spectral selection. 9 More accurate discrimination between melanin and hemoglobin spectral signatures is important for determining the distribution of melanin and hemoglobin and particularly the depth distribution of melanin. For example, dermatologists are using a seven-point checklist including atypical pigmented distribution as well as atypical vascular distribution during melanoma assessment. 10 In our previous studies, we have discussed the nature of these errors and how our algorithms using multimode hyperspectral measurements can overcome this melaninhemoglobin absorption crosstalk. 11, 12 Changes in the pattern and distribution of both melanocytes (pigment producing) and vasculature (hemoglobin containing) are important in distinguishing melanocytic proliferations. Melanomas tend to be more vascular than blue nevi, congenital nevi, and acquired melanocytic nevi. [13] [14] [15] [16] In melanomas, the degree of vascularity is positively correlated with Breslow's depth (a measure of tumor thickness 17, 18 ), which is an important prognostic factor. 19 The ability to accurately measure melanin distribution at different depths and to distinguish it from hemoglobin is clearly important to quantify the progress of melanocyte invasion.
We have recently introduced a new multimode dermoscope called SkinSpect (Spectral Molecular Imaging, Beverly Hills, California) that combines polarization and hyperspectral imaging to accurately map the distribution of skin melanin and hemoglobin. Ultimately, we hope to develop this technology to a sufficient degree that it can be used to improve skin cancer screening. Initial studies 11 were limited by the small number of patients and lack of comparative analysis to other widely accepted skin assessment devices to validate the mapping accuracy of SkinSpect.
In the next section, we briefly review several aspects related to light propagation in tissue to illustrate the strengths and limitations of the optical techniques employed here.
Skin Optics
Information about skin physiology, morphology, and composition can be obtained noninvasively by optical imaging methods. Photons propagating through tissue can be scattered by collagen fibers or by membranes because of refractive index fluctuations at a microscopic level, 20 have their polarization state altered following multiple scattering events, or be absorbed by molecules such as hemoglobin or melanin. Skin has a compound layer structure comprising dermal and epidermal layers. Normal epidermis thickness ranges between ∼30 and 150 μm. 21, 22 Melanin is found in the epidermis in the form of red/yellow pheomelanin and/or brown/black eumelanin that absorbs very broadly in the visible spectrum with higher values for shorter wavelengths (<600 nm). Human skin color is characterized by variable concentration of eumelanin, where the volume fraction of the epidermis occupied by melanosomes varies and can range from 1.3% [light Caucasian skin (type I)] to 43% [very dark in black African skin (type VI)]. 23 The dermis thickness can vary from 0.6 μm to 3 mm (Ref. 24 ) and consists of the papillary dermis and reticular dermis. The dermis is composed of connective tissues, blood vessels, and nerves. Blood concentration in dermis varies from 0.2% to 7% in volume fraction. 23 In the blood cells, there are several natural chromophores, primarily hemoglobin, which gives blood its reddish color. The hemoglobin oxygenation varies from 47% in veins to 90% to 95% in arteries. 25 The total hemoglobin concentration in blood is between 134 and 173 g∕L. 26 Hemoglobin is found mainly in its oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin forms in the microvascular network of the dermis, normally 50 to 500 μm below the skin surface.
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Other skin chromophores can include bilirubin and β-carotene that, when found in the dermis, contributes to the yellowish or olive tint of human skin. These are not major contributors in pigmented nevi. Figure 1 illustrates the absorption spectra of skin constituents that are studied in this work. The melanin and hemoglobin absorptions are orders of magnitude stronger and are the major contributors to skin absorption. Melanin fraction, epidermal thickness, and hemoglobin concentration all affect skin absorption spectra and interact with each other in complex ways that affect skin measurements from different anatomical regions and different skin types. To illustrate this complexity, in Fig. 2 , we have used the biophysically based spectral model of light interaction with human skin (BioSpec) modeling software 28 developed by researchers at University of Waterloo, Canada. We used this modeling system because it lets us easily vary skin parameters using a web-based platform to demonstrate how epidermal thickness and skin types can affect skin absorption spectra. The spectral input data files used by the online BioSpec model are available in Ref. 28 and are compiled from skin chromophore spectral libraries from well-known researchers. 29, 30 Figure 2(a) shows the skin absorption spectra variation resulting from changing the percentage of epidermis occupied by melanosomes from 1% to 5%. Figure 2(b) shows the skin spectral absorption change due to changing the concentration of hemoglobin in the blood from 100 to 200 g∕L. Figure 2 (c) shows the skin absorption spectra variation resulting from varying the epidermal thickness from 50 to 150 μm. In this figure, as one of the three parameters varies, the other two parameters remain constant. The values held constant are the percentage of epidermis occupied by melanosome (1.3%), epidermal thickness (100 μm), and concentration of hemoglobin in the blood (147 g∕L). Figure 2(d) shows the complexity of absorption spectra resulting from changing any of the three skin parameters. As can be seen, different combinations of melanin, hemoglobin, or epidermal thickness values can have similar absorption spectra patterns. We have developed SkinSpect to use the depth-sensitive techniques of hyperspectral imaging and polarization imaging to disentangle the complexities associated with varying combinations of melanin, hemoglobin, and the effect of epidermal thickness. Fig. 1 The absorption spectra of melanin and hemoglobin. 28, 29, 30 Journal of Biomedical Optics 114001-2 November 2016 • Vol. 21(11)
SkinSpect
We are addressing this issue by developing methods for quantitative analysis of skin using our multimode hyperspectral dermoscope. The key advantage of this multimode optical imaging technology is to provide biologically plausible measurements of skin at the molecular level (melanin, hemoglobin) and depth-resolved spatial distribution of skin features. SkinSpect software is able to use image datacubes from parallel and cross-polarized measurements to more accurately estimate melanin and hemoglobin.
11,12
Spatial Frequency Domain Spectroscopy
We compare melanin and hemoglobin measurements from SkinSpect to those obtained using spatial frequency domain spectroscopy (SFDS) [also known as spatially modulated quantitative spectroscopy (SMoQS)]. We chose SFDS as a validation method because it is also an approach that is based in biological plausibility, employs high spectral resolution, and separates melanin and hemoglobin contributions effectively. To validate the accuracy of SFDS's two-layer model approach, Saager et al. have compared SFDS in vivo skin data to data obtained from multiphoton microscopy using selective two-photon excited fluorescence of melanin. 31 Subjects ranged in pigmentation from very light skin to dark skin (Fitzpatrick types I to VI). 32 Using the depth-sectioning capabilities of multiphoton microscopy as a reference, a layered model interpretation of SFDS data was able to demonstrate a linear correlation for in vivo average concentration and depth distribution of melanin to within ∼15% and tens of μm, respectively.
In a separate study, SFDS was also able to demonstrate that this two-layer model approach was able to significantly decouple and isolate melanin from induced hemodynamic events in healthy subjects (n ¼ 9) across a distribution of skin pigmentation. 33 This study not only illustrated how interpretation of results using a layer model can be insensitive to crosstalk errors induced by depth-specific sources of optical contrast (i.e., melanin and hemoglobin), but also demonstrated how significantly these errors can affect the estimation of underlying hemoglobin concentrations when high concentrations of melanin might be present (e.g., pigmented lesions).
Methods and Materials

SkinSpect System
SkinSpect instrument
SkinSpect illuminates human skin under study with a spectrally programmable linearly polarized light source at 33 wavelengths (FWHM ¼ 22 nm) equally spaced between 468 and 857 nm. This range was selected to encompass the main absorption features of melanin and oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin including isosbestic points in visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions. 34 Diffusely reflected photons are separated into parallel and cross-polarized image paths and images captured for each illumination wavelength (see Fig. 3 ). We have developed a method that combines two depth-sensitive techniques, polarization and hyperspectral imaging, to accurately determine the spatial distribution of melanin and hemoglobin oxygenation in a skin lesion. As shown in Fig. 3 , SkinSpect is able to image the fluorescence emission of skin (primarily from collagen); however, in this paper, we limit our analysis to polarization and hyperspectral imaging to study skin melanin and hemodynamics. SkinSpect's field of view is 18 mm, which can spatially resolve features down to ∼100 μm in size. More details about the system, skin analysis algorithm, and our method of correcting for melanin misestimation are described in our previous publications.
5,12
SkinSpect data processing
The measured skin image cubes in parallel and cross-polarization ½ðI k skin ðx; y; λÞ; I ⊥ skin ðx; y; λÞ are normalized by measurements using the same scanning sequence (wavelength and exposure time) with a white calibration target, Spectralon ½ðI k spectralon ðx; y; λÞ; I ⊥ spectralon ðx; y; λÞ. The normalized reflection image datacubes in both parallel (R k ) and perpendicular (R ⊥ ) polarization states are computed using the following equation:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 3 7 9
R k ðx; y; λÞ ¼ I k skin ðx; y; λÞ I k spectralon ðx; y; λÞ ; and R ⊥ ðx; y; λÞ ¼ I ⊥ skin ðx; y; λÞ I ⊥ spectralon ðx; y; λÞ :
Both R k and R ⊥ are affected by the superficial melanin that attenuates the reflectance. To remove the effect of superficial melanin attenuation to determine the chromophore absorption spectrum from deeper in the skin, we have introduced the polarization attenuation function A POL as shown in the following equation:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 6 3 ; 2 3 4 A POL ¼ log
As described in our previous publication, 11 A POL removes the absorption of the superficial layer, which contains predominately melanin, and isolates the absorption of deep melanin, oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin. The slope of the A POL function from 615 to 680 nm can be used as a measure of the relative concentration of deep melanin. At this wavelength range, melanin is less affected by the influence of hemoglobin absorption, as shown in measurements during venous occlusion in our previous study. 11 The deep melanin spatial distribution Melðx; yÞ, can be estimated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 5 6 3 Deep − Melðx; yÞ ¼ slopefA POLðx;y;615Þ ; A POLðx;y;680Þ g: (3)
We have used the cross-polarized absorption function to calculate total relative melanin distribution. Conventionally, an absorption function has a minus sign in the logarithmic function of reflectance; A ⊥ ¼ − log½R ⊥ ðx; y; λÞ. Total melanin distribution is then calculated by E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 8 4 Total − Melðx; yÞ ¼ slopefA ⊥ðx;y;615Þ ; A ⊥ðx;y;680Þ g:
To correct for melanin absorption, we subtract the relative absorption due to deep melanin to obtain the melanin-corrected A POL function (A POL−Melcorrected ) which can be analyzed to determine the oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations using the linear least-square regression analysis in the 500 to 577 nm wavelength range (seven wavebands). This range encompasses the local absorption spectrum maxima of both oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin. More details are described in our previous publications.
Spatial Frequency Domain Spectroscopy
SFDS instrument
SFDS is a depth-sensitive spectroscopy technique developed at the Beckman Laser Institute for quantitative in vivo measurement of tissue constituents including melanin, oxy-and deoxyhemoglobin, total hemoglobin, and oxygen saturation. 35, 31 SFDS collects depth-resolved reflectance information with ∼1 nm spectral resolution over the wavelength range 430 to 1050 nm. Once collected, the frequency-dependent reflectance is transformed into the absorption coefficient and reduced scattering coefficient, ultimately with the goal of deducing skin chromophore concentrations. SFDS is a point-detection system with a field of view 1 mm in diameter. The implementation of SFDS in this particular study (Fig. 4) uses a 100-W quartz-tungsten halogen light source (Moritex, D100LR) for the broadband illumination source and a digital micromirror device (DMD; DLP developers kit, Texas Instruments) to spatially modulate the light intensity. The DMD is imaged onto the target tissue or sample, resulting in programmable spatial frequency patterns that are projected over a 22 × 17 mm 2 field of view. Collection optics image a 1-mm-diameter spot from the center of the field of view onto the distal end of a 1000-μm core fiber. The diffusely reflected light collected by this detector fiber is delivered to the entrance slit of a tunable grating Oriel (11) spectrograph (model no. 77480). A 16-bit, TEC-controlled CCD (Instaspec IV, Oriel) was used to detect the chromatically dispersed light. Additionally, a crossed, 2-in., wire grid polarizer/ analyzer pair is placed in the instrument to reject specularly reflected light from reaching the spectrometer. In this system, the polarizer is positioned after the projection optics, whereas the analyzer is positioned between the collection optics and the detector fiber. Both DMD and CCD were computer controlled through a LABVIEW platform, allowing for automated data acquisition over a specified number of spatial frequencies. An autoexposure subroutine was developed to optimize the dynamic range of the CCD specific to the amount of diffusely reflected light collected from sample of interest. Through this approach, acquisition times of this particular instrument ranged from 0.1 to 0.6 s∕pattern projected, depending on the optical properties of the sample of interest. In terms of skin tissue, this brackets the range of acquisition times needed to collect light with acceptable signal-to-noise ratio from relatively highly reflecting fair skin to highly absorbing pigment nevi.
SFDS data processing
Currently, seven spatial frequencies are acquired, ranging from 0 to 0.35 mm −1 . This range was selected based on experience and the results of layered phantom investigations to differentiate spatial frequency-dependent absorption contrast from that of reduced scattering across a range of optical properties anticipated from both pigmented lesions and normal skin. Calibration measurements were also collected from a turbid reflectance standard to correct the demodulated spectra for instrumentation artifacts. Spatial frequency-dependent tissue reflectance at individual wavelengths is then fitted to homogeneous Monte Carlo models to produce unique pairs of absorption and reduced scattering coefficients. It is important to note that this method for determining optical properties is still dependent on a homogeneous model, yet these results can be exploited in such a way as to yield two-layer results, as the depth sensitivity changes across the broad range of wavelengths employed in this system. 35 
Layer-model interpretation of SFDS data
Based on the differential spectral response in skin from visible and NIR wavelengths, we have developed a method to estimate both the mean thickness distribution and depth-specific concentration of melanin using the optical properties determined by SFDS that were described in Sec. 2.2.2. 35 This two-layer model approach makes no assumption of the thickness of tissue where melanin resides. Instead, through SFDS, this approach exploits the fact that the mean penetration depth of visible light interrogates only tenths of millimeters into skin, whereas NIR light can interrogate millimeters into tissue. Since the depth of penetration can be modeled as a function of the tissue absorption and reduced scattering properties, 36, 37 SFDS is capable of estimating the mean, site-specific depth penetration of light over visible and NIR spectral regimes, respectively. Fitting for chromophores in these two regions will produce concentrations of melanin and hemoglobin species relative to the entire volume interrogated. Finally, assuming that melanin and hemoglobin are mostly confined within upper and lower layer structures, respectively, the differential determinations of melanin concentration by visible and NIR regimes can be used to estimate the layer thickness in which melanin must reside to satisfy its respective concentration "detected per volume interrogated" in each regime. This model then can produce an estimate of (1) the depth distribution of melanin from the surface of skin (i.e., melanin distribution thickness), (2) the concentration of melanin within that depth distribution, and (3) melanin-corrected hemoglobin concentrations.
High-Frequency Ultrasound
Measurements from a high-frequency ultrasound (Epi-scan I-200, Longport Inc.) were also recorded across the identified pigmented nevi and adjacent normal skin tissue. Although melanin does not provide a source of contrast in ultrasound imaging, it is possible to identify the dermal-epidermal junction with highfrequency ultrasound. 38 Under the constraints of this study protocol, only clinically benign nevi are considered since, in most cases, the melanin in these moles remain confined within the epidermis (exceptions include benign dermal or combined nevi). Here, the ultrasound images can be used to measure the epidermal thickness over both nevi and adjacent tissue as a proxy to the melanin distribution thickness provided by the two-layer SFDS technique. The ultrasound-based thickness estimates can then be used as an independent measure for comparison to those provided by SFDS; however, it is worth noting that the accuracy of these ultrasound measurements is limited to ∼ AE 20 μm.
Human Data
Twenty subjects of skin types I or II with clinically benign nevi were imaged under UCI IRB approved protocol #2015-1791. Melanin and hemoglobin concentrations of nevi and surrounding normal skin for each of the 20 subjects were measured by SkinSpect and SFDS. SkinSpect results were compared to melanin and hemoglobin concentrations obtained with the SFDS approach.
Results and Discussion
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show parallel and cross-polarized color images for 20 subjects with a clinically benign appearing nevus, who, following dermatologist clinical assessment of a nevus of interest, were asked to participate in this study. These images are produced by combining SkinSpect images captured under red-, green-, and blue-polarized illumination and paralleland cross-polarized image capture. For this study, we intentionally imaged nevi from different locations on the body and from Fitzpatrick skin type I and II subjects of either sex and a range of ethnicities. Other skin types were not excluded but were not available in the clinic when data were collected. Figure 5 (c) shows the estimated relative total melanin concentration map created by measuring the attenuation spectra (cross-polarized) slope between 615 and 680 nm at all pixels from the image cube as described in Sec. 2.1.2. (2) and (3)] that is dependent on how polarized light propagates in skin. The parallel polarization images contain photons reflected back from both superficial and deeper layers. The cross-polarization images contain photons that have been scattered enough times to have their polarization shifted by 90 deg. The absorption changes for these photons are predominantly from deeper layers of tissue. While we can mathematically remove the superficial absorption using the Apol function, the superficial absorption may not map exactly to the epidermal-dermal junction because this boundary is not at a consistent depth, and the Apol function may not remove all the epidermal absorption. The residual deep melanin that has the same spatial coordinates as the nevus may be a result of dermal melanin or deeper epidermal melanin, or may be incompletely corrected epidermal melanin. By identifying the amount of deep melanin measured in benign nevi, we can identify a threshold of deep melanin that can be expected. Higher or abnormally distributed deep melanin can indicate melanocyte invasion (larger Breslow thickness), providing the dermatologist with a quantitative diagnostic indicator. Although in this study we were limited to benign nevi, we will be extending the SkinSpect study to subjects with suspected melanoma. Figure 6 shows maps of the relative total hemoglobin created without using melanin attenuation crosstalk correction described in Sec. 2.1.2. These relative total hemoglobin estimation maps manifest misestimations of total hemoglobin. The misestimation becomes very obvious when comparing hemoglobin and melanin maps. In the highly pigmented region, we see strong correlation (overestimation) between hemoglobin values and the presence of melanin that is not biologically plausible because in normal nevi melanin is mostly confined to the epidermal layer. Figure 6 shows the relative total hemoglobin maps after melanin attenuation crosstalk correction. Each Hb map is individually normalized to better illustrate the hemoglobin variations within the field of view. The Hb intensity maps are normalized such that 1% of data are saturated at low and high intensities. As shown in Fig. 6 , in both pigmented and normal skin areas, we have seen a decrease of total hemoglobin. This is due to removing the melanin absorption from total attenuation for all the fields of view while the hemoglobin distribution of pigmented areas and surrounding normal skin become closer to each other. The Hb maps in Fig. 6 show a significantly reduced correlation to the relative melanin maps, showing effective correction of crosstalk and producing maps that are much closer to being biologically plausible. As shown in the total hemoglobin maps, the degree of correction varies between different nevi; in some cases, melanin influence is completely removed and in some cases, there is still visible melanin attenuation on the total hemoglobin maps.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show scatterplots of normalized total melanin and total hemoglobin values for subject #1 and subject #19 before and after melanin attenuation crosstalk correction.
The measured regions of interests are selected from the center of the nevus and the adjacent normal tissue. In these subjects, after melanin correction, the estimated hemoglobin values show much less correlation with the total melanin values since the scatterplot become much less clustered in the Y-axis. However, as shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) , the scatterplots of normalized total melanin and total hemoglobin values for subject #19 still show clustering in the Y-axis around the nevus measurements where the melanin correction was less effective compared to subject #1. The lower correlation between melanin and total hemoglobin shown both in the images and in the scatterplots validates SkinSpect's ability to minimize the effect of melanin and hemoglobin attenuation crosstalk. We also compared melanin and hemoglobin correlation for measurements made with SFDS. The correlation analysis for total melanin and hemoglobin concentrations measured by the SFDS system is presented in Fig. 8(a) . As expected, there is very little correlation between melanin and hemoglobin values (R ¼ 0.13). Figure 8 (b) compares the estimate of total melanin for the nevus and adjacent normal regions by SkinSpect and the SFDS system. The measurement sampling regions are somewhat different since we are comparing an imaging system and a point measurement system; also, for some subjects, repositioning was required. For SkinSpect, we have averaged the melanin concentration of a 21 × 21-pixel region of interest (ROI; 0.525 × 0.525 mm) at the center of each nevus when we compare it to SFDS melanin estimation results. Melanin estimation by the two systems shows a moderate correlation value (R ¼ 0.63). It was found that two of the outlying data points correlated with smaller nevi (minimum diameter <1.5 mm). Considering that the SFDS system integrates diffuse reflectance only at a single point over a 1-mm-diameter area at the surface of the tissue, it is likely that lesions smaller than 1.5 mm will present challenges for the current SFDS system to accurately locate and ensure that the detected optical signal was all collected from the nevus itself and did not include adjacent tissue. By identifying which subset of nevi measured by SFDS may contain both nevi and adjacent tissue by size of nevus alone, the remaining population is reduced to n ¼ 18 (nevi) and n ¼ 20 (normal skin), but the correlation between the two optical modalities increases to R ¼ 0.69.
From Fig. 8(b) , these smaller nevi are labeled (subjects #8 and #9). These nevi account for the outliers where SFDS underestimates the melanin concentration relative to expected values, further supporting the hypothesis that these measurements are not purely derived from within the pigmented lesion but also contain a contribution of the adjacent (lighter) skin tissue.
As the accuracy of the melanin concentration values determined via SFDS is directly dependent on the technique's ability to determine the site-specific depth distribution of melanin within the skin tissue interrogated, Table 1 reports the melanin layer thickness and the subsequent depth-specific chromophore concentrations for all subjects and site locations. The epidermal thickness values for both nevus and adjacent normal skin measured by high-frequency ultrasound are also reported. In this context, the ultrasound-based thickness values provide an independent measure to compare the results determined by SFDS and its optical model. On average, SFDS reports mean thicknesses of 85 AE 14 μm for normal skin and 97 AE 30 μm for the nevi. Ultrasound reported mean thicknesses of 75 AE 8 μm for normal skin and 100 AE 50 μm for nevi. Given the previously established accuracy of the SFDS layer model to estimate melanin layer thickness to within AE15 μm (Ref. 31 ) and the ultrasound's accuracy of ∼ AE 20 μm, there is strong agreement between the thickness values determined by both modalities averaged over all subjects (R ¼ 0.742). There was also strong agreement between both modalities on a subject-by-subject (and site-specific) basis, where the difference between ultrasound and SFDS values was no greater than 26.8 μm (max value: subject 7, mean absolute difference overall subjects: 15.0 μm) for normal skin and 33.7 μm (max value: subject 4, mean absolute difference: 15.5 μm) for 18 of the 20 nevi. There were two specific nevi, however, that presented discrepancies that cannot be explained by measurement error alone. Ultrasound reported substantially larger nevus thickness values for subjects 13 and 18 relative to the remaining subject population (∼2 to 2.5× larger). These two particular subjects clinically presented raised moles relative to adjacent skin. In these cases, the epidermal thickness reported by ultrasound represented the largest thickness (from the center of the mole), although the thicknesses across the entire nevus varied from the normal skin thickness (90 and 80 μm, respectively) toward the center (240 μm for both subjects). Given both the spatial resolution and accuracy of positioning the SFDS system precisely over the center of the raised mole, it is not unexpected that the layer thickness estimates from SFDS would be underestimated relative to ultrasound.
Based on the current comparison data among SkinSpect, SFDS, and the ultrasound system, each imaging technology has its own advantages and disadvantages:
SFDS advantages are to discriminate scattering from absorption, estimate total melanin and hemoglobin, estimate melanin optical thickness, discriminate melanin, and hemoglobin crosstalk, whereas the disadvantage is that the system is limited to point detection (lack of spatial resolution).
SkinSpect advantages are to estimate total melanin, deep melanin, and hemoglobin; discriminate melanin and hemoglobin crosstalk; possibly provide morphological information with spatially resolved measurements; and fast acquisition at ∼7 s, processing time compared to 20 s using GPU processing, whereas the disadvantage of this technology is that it cannot extract melanin optical depth yet (lack of axial resolution).
Ultrasound offers high spatial resolution in depth (sub-20 microns), compactness, and a clinic-friendly footprint, while the disadvantages are no functional information regarding oxy-and deoxy-hemoglobin concentration and no information specifically related to melanin.
Conclusion
Advanced dermoscopy with molecular mapping features can be a diagnostic aid for dermatologists; however, many new approaches produce biologically implausible results, especially in melanocytic nevi where melanin absorption interferes with hemodynamics measurement. We have shown how melanin attenuation crosstalk affects hemodynamics measurement and how it is possible to substantially correct the crosstalk. We use correlation of melanin and total hemoglobin measurements to show the magnitude of crosstalk. High correlations of melanin and hemoglobin measurements indicate substantial crosstalk. SkinSpect can reduce the correlation from R ¼ 0.63 to R ¼ 0.07.
The low correlation between melanin and total Hb shown in all 20 subjects (both nevi and normal regions) validates the SkinSpect algorithm with melanin-hemoglobin absorption crosstalk reduced to those that are biologically plausible for the tissue examined. The SFDS system also demonstrated low correlation of melanin with hemoglobin (R ¼ 0.13). Although a different method of measurement and optical model was used to disentangle the crosstalk between melanin and hemoglobin, the results are similar (low correlation of melanin and hemoglobin) to what we found with SkinSpect. These advances in accurate measurement of hemodynamics in the presence of high melanin absorption can lead to more biologically plausible advanced dermoscopic tools. We will further assess these approaches in the future on patients with lesions suspicious for melanoma.
